with S(G, X) = S(G', X') for suitable X, X'. Let F, F' be the free subgroups of G, G' generated by X, X'. Then GjF^G'jF'.
An additional condition is given for pairs (G, X), (G', X') such that S(G, X) = S(G', A") implies G^G'.
1. Schemes of groups. Let G be a group1 of rank n and X={xx, ■ • •, x"} a maximal set of rationally independent elements in G. It is well known that any geG can be uniquely written g = a.xxx + -■ ■ + oí"x", for some a. Proof.
Let a, g Aj and write 2SLi a.kxlc G G for some choice of <xk e Q, k^i, with 0^=0 for k eJ. Then {a.i+A\j)KjJ)e = cf.j + A'{i]^jJ is the required isomorphism.
We call the collection of groups A j and isomorphisms 0 the scheme of (G,X), and denote it by S(G, X). Proof. The proof follows immediately from the definition of the maps 6.
If G has rank 2, Beaumont and Wisner [2] showed that G may be recovered from the groups Aj and isomorphism 6 in the following way: Let xu x2 be independent elements in G and {A1, A\, A2, A\, 6} the scheme of (G, {xl5 x2}). Then G' = {(a, ß)\x e Ax, (a. such that g[,---,g't, g' are independent. If u.r=ar¡pk, 0Ls-a3lpk,for integers ar, as with (ar,p) = (as,p)=l, k'-^k, then g can be chosen so that cxr=cn'T, cols=o.'s, where c is an integer with (c,p) = \. Furthermore, we can choose a¿=0 whenever a¡=0.
Proof.
We proceed by induction on the number, m, of nonzero coordinates ofg. If m= 1, 2, then g e G' by Lemma 3 and the result follows. If { §'i, ■ ' ' ,g't, L¡} is independent, it is easy to construct the desired element g e G'. If {g[, ■ ■ ■ , g't, eg-T3} is independent, the result follows from the induction hypothesis, after multiplication by a suitable integer prime to p.
Otherwise, F4 is dependent on, and P3 is independent of the set {sir ' " ' , g't}-Multiplying T3 by a suitable integer d, prime to p, and applying the induction hypothesis, we obtain Proof.
The result follows by using induction on t and applying Lemma 4. We now prove the main theorem. Proof.
As before, we identify G and G' with subgroups of ß" containing Zn, such that Y and Y' are identified with the set X of standard basis vectors. Write G¡Zn = 2®AP, G'/Zn = 2®Av
where Ap and A'P are the respective/?-primary components. Note that Ap and A'P are subgroups of (Qn¡Zn)p, and therefore A, = 2 © Z(pki), ¿=i
Applying Lemma 5, we have that AP^.A'P for all p.
Note that the converse to Theorem A is false. It is easy to construct nonisomorphic subgroups G and G' of ß©ß which contain Z®Z with G/Z®Z^G'IZ®Z.
Since groups of rank two are determined up to isomorphism by their schemes, S(G, X)¿¿S(G', X') for any X, A". x-\-A\f = ix2-r-A\, so a2 -a2 e A\. Thus, there exists g2 = (a.2 -a.'2)x2 + a3x3 + ---+ a.'nX"eG. Now gi+g2 = a1x1 + a2x2+(oc3 + a3)x3+-• ■ + (a.'" +al)x" G G. This yields a3-(a3 + a3') e A\C\ A\. Since (G, X) satisfies the intersection property, we have a3-(a3 + a3) g A\2, and there exists g3=[oc3 -(a3 + a3)]x3+a4"x4 + -• -+ a"xn G G. We continue in this way, obtaining gu • • • , g", such that 2"=i a-ixi=gi+g2 + ■■■+gneG.
Corollary.
Let (G, X) satisfy the intersection property, and let S(G, X) = S(G', X'). Then G^G'.
Remark (Added in proof). Theorem B and the above Corollary do not hold in general. There exist two nonisomorphic groups of rank 3 which have the same schemes with respect to the standard basis.
